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 223

 Akt. X.?An Account of the Autograph MS. of the first volume

 of Ihn Khallik?ris Biographical Dictionary, by the Rev, W.
 Cuiieton.

 Scriptoris politissimi Ebni Khallikau opus historieum non magis vcrborum
 elegautia et ?ber ta te conuneiidatur quant illustrioruni Poetarum versibus quibus
 conspergitur. Ac ncscio au hic omnibus vitarum scriptoribus sit aiitepoiieudus. Est
 cert?copiosior Nepote, elegautior Plutarcho,Laertiojucundior et dignus estprofecto
 libor, qui in ouiues Europio liuguas couversus prodeat.?Gul. Jones. Poes. Asiat.
 Com. p. 431.

 The Biographical Dictionary of Ibn Khallikiin, although it hardly
 merits the extravagant praise bestowed upon it by Sir William
 Jones, has always, and deservedly so, been held in great estimation
 by all those who have been induced to enter upon the study of the
 noble language and extensive literature of the Arabs. There is,
 perhaps, no other book in the whole range of the learning of Islam
 ism which throws so much light upon Arabic literature ; while the
 extensive erudition, and general accuracy of the writer, have caused it
 to be considered of great authority upon all such subjects of infor
 mation as come within the design of the work. It has consequently
 been very frequently referred to by Orientalists, and many detached
 lives have from time to t^me been given in different publications.

 Within the last four years two complete editions of the entire work
 have been undertaken by the zeal and industry of two distinguished
 Oriental scholars: the one by M. W?stenfeld, lithographed, 4to.
 G?ttingen, 1835-39, of which seven fasciculi, comprehending six
 hundred and ninety-eight lives, have been published; the other,
 in type, by the Baron Mac Guckin de Slane, 4to. Paris, 1838-40,
 of which three livraisons have appeared.

 At this moment then, when two editions of this celebrated
 biographical dictionary are in the course of publication, it cannot
 fail to be interesting to the lovers of the language of the Arabs, to
 learn that the autograph copy of a great part of this famous work,
 containing all the emendations and corrections of the author during
 a period of upwards of twenty years, is still in existence.

 The MS. in question was purchased iu the East, by Mr. Carlyle,
 editor of Maurcd Allatafet Jemaleddini filii Togri-Bardii. 4to. Cantab.
 1 792, and Specimens of Arabic Poetry. 4 to. Cambridge. 1 79(i. After his
 death, it passed into the hands of a professor of Oriental languages still
 living, and was by him disposed of to a bookseller from whom I pur
 voL vi. a
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 224 IHN KHALMK.?n's niOGIlAIMHCAL DICTIONARY.

 chased it. This is all the information I have been able to gather
 respecting the MS. after it censed to belong to the author, further
 thau having been formerly a bequest to some mosque, as the word

 Wakf (_is* written on several leaves of the book implies; it was
 possessed in the year of the Ilijrah 1074, A.D. 1003, by one Masiid
 bnu Ibrahim, who has written a note to that effect on the first leaf of
 the MS.

 The book consists of 284 leaves of thick silk paper in quarto.
 It has suffered a little from age and use. A few of the leaves which
 were torn have been mended. The edges of all have been much
 worn, and consequently in many places, part of the marginal anno
 tations has disappeared. The margins, which originally were left
 broad, are throughout the greater part of the book filled with
 additions and emendations, evidently made at various intervals
 of time, and written with ink of different shades of darkness, but all,
 with perhaps oue or two exceptions, in the same hand as the body
 of the work.

 The style of the writing, the texture of the paper, and the colour
 of the ink, at once show the antiquity of the MS., and that it must
 have been written about the thirteenth century of our era. The
 handwriting, so different from that of a professed scribe, the great
 number of additions and corrections in the margin and between
 the lines, all written by the same hand as the rest of the work, led
 me immediately to conclude that the MS. was written by the
 author himself, which further examination has fully established.
 Upon turning to the first leaf of the book, which however does not

 form a part of the original MS., the following note occurs : %$^^^

 ?\z~z\j ^yUU ?^' '^D **Afi 0^^ CiJi' p^^' "The rough
 sketch of Ibn Khallikiin, who has obtained mercy; may the mercy
 of the Beneficent King rest upon him; in his own handwriting."
 On the next leaf, which is the first of the original MS., there is

 written on the margin in blue ink. ?JiJuaU vSy** *?a,??\ *&&?
 JIxj ?OJl ?f^j " This C0Py >s tnc original draught of the author :
 may the most High God have mercy on him." Below this, in

 the same hand as the rest of the work : \k?\ UJl^ ?jUc^l ??Iaj* ^Uf

 1 See the fnc-Miinilc of (his pn^saqc. 1 should observe that *sonio one has
 clumsily attempted to restore three or lour words which had been a little defaced.
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 Aie ?Ml " The book of the deaths of illustrious persons, and of infor

 mation respecting the sons of the age which Ahmad bnu Muhammad
 bnu Abu Bakr bnu Khallik?n, who standeth iu need of the mercy of
 God, took the pains to collect for himself, and for whomsoever God
 shall wish after him. May God wipe out his sins." At the end

 of the volume is written in the same hand: i^Xxj? J^l yy??\ y^?

 ?J*3 *S>, *M ?4-? Jlxj ?Ml U ?l Uli <jp> ?tfll sjl\ ?ij
 ?Lo ?\yi\ i^f? f\** j <U??> 3 ?]\3 ?^ ??\? jj^. ?c ?vill

 ju^sM XjjbUUL XjUJ?* ^ " Here endeth the first part. The
 letter Fa shall follow it in the beginning of the second part, if such

 be God's will. Praise be to God, and may he grant blessing and
 peace upon the noblest of his creatures, Muhammad, and his family,
 and companions. It was finished on Friday after public prayers,
 being the fourth day of the month of the first llabi, in the year
 655, (a.d. 1257,) in the city of K?hirah.M

 In the preface to his work, the author informs us, that having
 been engaged for some years in collecting materials, he began to
 arrange them in alphabetical order at K?hirah in the year 654, the
 one immediately preceding that in which this MS. was completed.
 From this time he continued to prosecute his labour in that city till
 the year 659, when he was sent by the Sultan Bibars into Syria.
 At the period of his leaving K?hirah, which was the seventh of Shaw
 w?l, 659, as he himself informs us, he had only completed his work
 to the end of the life of Yahya, son of KMlid Albarmaki. He
 entered Damascus on the seventh of Dial 'alkadah, and was pro
 moted to be K?dhi of Syria, on the eighth of Dlnl 'lhijjah in the
 same year. The arduous duties and continual occupations of his
 new ollice prevented him from continuing his work till ten years
 afterwards, when having been removed from the ollice of K?dhi at
 Damascus, he returned to K?hirah in the year 669, where he resumed
 his task; and not only revised and made many additions and cor
 rections to the previous parts of the work, but also added all those
 lives which follow that of Yahya Albarmaki. He is said to have
 completed the work on the twenty-second of the second Jum?di,
 672. He was again made K?dhi of Damascus in 676, and died 681.?

 1 See Tym?man's Specimen Philogicum e.vhibens conspectum operis Ihn Chali
 cant. 4to., Lug<l. Bat. Ulli). p. IT?. Sec also notice Sur la vie dyElm Khallican,?
 hy M. QoATitKMioiiK, in tho Appendix to part ii., vol. 1 of Histoire des Sultans

 Mamlouks de l Egypte; 4t0 Paris. ltflO. p. ?UO. biographie Universelle, turn.
 xxi., p. 15?.

 u2
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 This first part of the work ends with the life of the poet Gail?n
 Dim 'Irummuh. Whether it was published immediately after its
 completion, in the form in which it originally stood in the MS., is
 doubtful : but it is certain, as will be shown below, that one if not
 two editions of this part, with subsequent corrections and additions,
 had been made public before it had received all the authors emen
 dations as they now stand. It does not, however, appear to be
 improbable, from the great care and accuracy with which it is written,
 that the MS. as it was originally copied, was intended by the
 author to be put into the hands of transcribers for publication.
 The vowels and Tanwin, Jazm, and Tashdid, are not only added to the
 proper names of persons and places, but also to almost every other
 word from which their absence may cause any doubt or obscurity.

 The signs usually employed to distinguish ^ from ^ and *- from T
 aud . as wc]| as that of Hamzah, are also frequently added. In the
 margin, opposite to the first line of each person's life, is written his
 surname, or appellation by which he was most generally known.
 This, among many bearing the same name, is of much use in facili
 tating the reference to any particular person's life. M. W?stenfeld
 in his edition has followed this plan of giving the title or surname
 of each individual at the head of his life. It is to be regretted that

 M. De Slane, in his valuable edition, should have omitted a thing
 so useful for facilitating reference, and which also was the original
 design of the author. In noticing the marginal additions and cor
 rections, in order to give a general idea of their nature and extent, I
 will mention all that occur in the four or five first lives, comparing
 them with the printed editions; and then confine myself principally
 to such, as by pointing out the period at or after which they must
 have been made, may serve to illustrate the history of this volume
 and to show the length of time which it was possessed by the
 author.

 The first alteration which occurs is in the title of the work, which

 originally was only ?,1/x^l ??^3 V^ Tne wora<s \_IA \_xA?

 ^j\?axJI ?Xx3\ J ?\??.aJIj JJul\?j <-^-^ t? ?> ^j\?*jS\
 have been added subsequently in the margin, but from the appear
 ance of the writing and the colour of the ink probably very soon after
 the original copy had been finished, certainly long before many of
 the other corrections.

 In the first life, that of Ibrahim Alnakhai, ^ 5x:s\ll s?a&jA

 his genealogy was originally given as follows: */?^t Cl>Ix*? >*'
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 & ! *xvj & b** u? ***i> d U+* erf ?y*^ & ^>~ ?if
 ?sziS^ ?ILo ^jj ?sXM? ^j y&? yj z.jJ.s? The words ^x ?A^
 as in both the editions, have been added subsequently between the

 lines, while ?xkj. ^j J?>? j and the following . Jj>? have been
 crossed out with a pen. So* that the corrected genealogy corres
 ponds exactly with that in the edition of M. De Slane, while

 in that of M. W?stenfehl the words j Jjk? j are retained upon
 the authority of MSS. which follow the readings of a copy which
 must have been made before the author had added his last correc

 tions. The passage from j?\>?^> IX ^ to ?JU- ^i inclusive, as well

 as that from &x*mj ? &*t*3 *? tuc cn^' nas ocen subsequently
 added in the margin.

 In the next life, that of Ab?-Th?r Ibrahim Alkalbi, *.a?>*j\ , J? y I

 c<vK) I the word ?uJUM has been added in the margin. There are also
 traces of some other correction, but not sufficient to indicate what it

 was, as the edge of the leaf has been torn at this place. It was probably

 the word cS^jduJt which is not found in the MS., although given

 in both of the editions. The passage from iX^l ?lj^ to the end of
 the chapter, is a subsequent addition

 In the life of Abu-Ishak Almarwazi ?f y*vU ui??\ yA which

 next follows, the passage in the editions from ?1?oLa.j ^^^ to
 XNjJt ?xaLij is not in the original sketch: a mark after the word

 Lyf4]\ indicates that something should be inserted here: that part
 of the margin, however, where we should expect to find it has been

 torn away in this place. The words ^$JuaJl ?iL??lj in the edition
 of M. W?stenfeld, do not exist in the MS. The passage from

 ?yj ??\ y*S y to is^f <k*M XJuJI forms a subsequent addition.
 The remaining part of this chapter relating to the derivation of the

 word ?>\5**H as exhibited in both the editions, does not exist at all
 in the MS.

 The words ?l^-o^l and ^jiXll ^f, i-oUUll are later additions
 to the titlesof Abil-Ishak Alisfarayini <^C_>Lju^l ?Ji^t yA whose life
 next follows. They have been made at different times, as is plainly
 perceivable from the colour of the ink. The former is written
 between the lines and the latter in the margin. The passage from
 cjujLs?II *L to i" tlJL>*a*Jl inclusive is a marginal addition. That
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 in the editions from ^?l *.A xS? ? to .^1^*5 JjM is not found

 in the MS. The life originally ended thus \.y?\s. + ?j ?}-*}

 JUj ?Ml ?^-j j?*S?*?M *A* t^.j^ *\?*E t}Ui ***? Tne
 sentence immediately following in the editions is not found in the

 MS.; but the next from ?L^U^Vj?*~^ to UfljUSIj has been added
 at a later time in the margin.

 In the next life, that of Abu Ishak Ibrahim Alsh?r?zi, ui&\ yA

 ^cjUa?JI *.ajJ>oI the passage inserted in the editions between \\

 C?Lo \ and l-Axaoj vvas not in the original sketch. A noteshows that
 it should be sought for in the margin, but the leaf has been torn

 in this place. In the verses which follow, the MS. reads ^ ?*j

 with M. W?stenfeld, not *-* ^/?^ with M. De Slane. The passage

 which follows, commencing ?a^LII ?Ui^ to the end of the next verses,

 has been subjoined in the margin at a later period. The MS. reads

 with M. W?stenfeld, X;** ? C&y After '?j^\ ?ft>l^. originally was

 written ^1^1 J^ the word J^ has been erased, and the fol

 lowing words substituted tf*U> ^J ^ ^ Jj?Jl ^J jU^WU.
 Between the lines over the word ^yxxx^ ? ?*~> 5u^ is written,

 [?A ^-jU^avH *lli*. The words <\rJl ^ are an interlinear
 addition. After LilJ . . *j originally stood ??Jij this has been

 erased, and the passsage from ??^ to ?Jy? as in the editions
 substituted. In the verses which follow the MS., reads Ujc\^j
 with M. Wiistcnfeld. The passage iu both the editions, from

 ^jj^Ili-^e ?^r^to ?jK^o ?UacJI ^jJ docs not exist in the MS.
 The reading of M. Dc Slane, ^U^j^ll ??Aa? agrees with the MS.

 This may be sufficient to show generally the nature of the cor
 rections and additions made in the MS. I shall, however, notice
 a few others in the course of the volume, which may serve more
 especially to illustrate its history.

 In the life of Im?d-uld?n Ahmad, generally known by the name of

 lbn Almashtub, ^^.li?^Il (^j-jIj <_$->j*+ll ?$?\ tf.^M *U*
 mention is made of Badr-uld?n L?lii At?bak ?VJjl JJ ^.?Xll j??
 who was living at the time this volume was written. At the end
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 of this chapter, iu both the printed editions of Ihn Khallikan, a
 short note of the date of his death is given, which took place on the
 third of the month Silaban, 657, or two years and iiva months
 after the period at which this volume was originally terminated.
 This note of the date of the death of Lulu has been subsequently
 added in the MS., but as part of the margin has been torn away iu

 this place, the words from ?U|?l to .*-*?. have disappeared; the
 rest corresponds with the editions. There have been several
 additions made t?) the original sketch of this life as it stands iu the

 MS. -, they are as follows. The first is the passage from ^ *A.J

 't??G" to ?^jj"*- I? this, however, the MS. reads jodJLl and not

 ^aLLI as the two editions. The next is that from xJ^ to ?u.K^Sl
 The third J^&ll ?\U)l 'k^y ? ?\J? C^j.? ?K^ " I have spoken
 of this iu the chapter relating to Ahnalik Alkainil." His name was
 Muhammad, and as it occurs the last but one of all those who bore
 this name, it is probable that his life was not written till some
 time after this volume, which ends with the letter (Jain, was com
 pleted. The note referring to that chapter, of course must have been

 added here still later. The words y^^\ *.,,_>. *.?.?> J occur iu the
 margin of the MS. The word immediately preceding them is
 vac*.:*, as iu De Slaiie's edition, not y??> as in that of W?stenfeld.

 The passages from iJU*?* lu the end of the verses ?\L ?JJ and from

 erF^" ? ?>^W t0 tlie cnd of tne ,lcxt C()Ul,Iet q??*? erfw." ?
 have been added in the margin at different times. That from

 ?y?L* \?J>y to x<K ?5^ u*oes ll0t e*ist at all iu the MS. The

 next two passages, the one from a^li^ L,^ to XjU**^ and the
 other from j^iXA.-jt jl? to 5L>jL ax-? are lound iu the margin,
 and were evidently written at different periods.

 The next sentence begins in the MS. jjj^ Slij l^j\^ "And
 the death of his father took place, kv.," while in both the editions

 is written ,-jtX?l l^^ ?li^ CL?^j. '' And the death of Saif-uldin
 took place, &c." The reason of this difference is obvious. The

 sentence above commencing thus j^JJui/A* ??xil^ Lo!^ as well as
 that immediately following, having been added in the margin to be
 inserted in this place, the pronoun of ajJL "his father" became
 too far separated from the word to which it refers: it was therefore
 necessary for the sake of perspicuity to supply the name of the person,
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 as the copyists have done, while the original words of the author have
 been left unchanged in the MS. This life originally ended with the

 words xjKZ m ^J-**?. y^- ?f tne remainder, as exhibited in the

 editions only from ki^ *?>*)j} to j~>M t> ?s now found in
 the MS. The margin having been cut in this place, the rest has
 disappeared except a part of the last sentence which was written at a
 diff?rent period, and of which mention has been made already.

 The life of Abu 'labb?s Ahmad bnu'Ikhas?b Aljurjani ^Lodl .j|

 ? 5jU?jJL1 i-AAAail j tX^-f which has been omitted by M.
 De Slane, but is found in the edition of M. W?stenfeld, fas. i.,
 p. 106, exists in the MS.; but has been cancelled by the
 author, and the following note written on the margin: jr?xdb u^JlS

 \j*A? ^jS\ ~j*S+?* i-AAA?aAl *>Jj jy??K*i\ iy+A $ laXjc **?$fjfi\

 ,Sxj 5)1 *J\yai[j jk\o\ *lj ?\JixT j-*y\ ^mJ ?6\ ?Mi ?Xxj J ^]?

 S?3u?X? ??\amJ gf-i^H l?>jfc ^-o jn-i ijt " I l?ave committed an error
 in this chapter. The person spoken of is not the son of Alkhasib,
 praised by Abu Nuw?s, although I had seen in some collections that
 he was the son of the above-mentioned Alkhasib. Afterwards I
 discovered that such was not the case; but I did not arrive at the
 truth until after many copies had been repeatedly taken of this his
 tory." The rest of the note is incomplete, from the loss of part of
 the margin. From the words which remain however, it is evident
 that the author begs of all persons who may happen to possess copies
 of the work to correct this mistake, urging at the same time as
 his excuse, the liability of all to fall into error.

 This marginal note is very curious, as it shows in the author's
 own words what the variations of different MSS, already seemed
 sufficiently to indicate, that one, at least, and probably two or three
 recensions of this work had been made public by him before
 it received his last corrections. The MSS. which M. W?stenfeld
 has followed in his edition in which this chapter is retained, were of
 course copied from others which had been transcribed from that
 of the author, before he had discovered this error and corrected

 3 Sec the facsimile of the leaf upon v*bich the first port of Ibis life occurs. It
 Gxhihits very accurately the IMS. except that tho different shades of tho colour if
 tho ink in (he marginal additions, cannot be properly represented. For this, as
 well as the preceding facsimile, I am indebted to tho kindness ?ltd skill of my
 very ingenious and learned friend Mr. Moui.ky.
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 it, while the life, as it now stands in this edition, embracing all the
 marginal corrections and additions which had been made subse
 quently to the original draught, prove that the MSS. above spoken
 of must have been copied from this in the interval between the first
 fair copy, and the period at which the author discovered his mis
 take. A comparison of the colour of the ink, and of the manner
 of writing, with some of the other corrections which we know were
 made at an earlier time, would lead to the conclusion that the note
 relative to the cancelling of this chapter was made after the authors
 return to K?hirah, A.n. 669. The circumstance of this life existing
 in the copies made from the author's MS., so far as the work was
 completed in 659 when he went to Damascus, and our knowledge that
 the work was then interrupted for ten years, seem also to strengthen
 this conclusion. The marginal additions and corrections of this life,
 as well as the variations from it as printed by M. W?stenfeld, are as

 follows. The words y*aj ^A in the edition, do not exist in the MS.

 J^^l *A?>jA.\ ?Lssv>?ll ..j has been added subsequently between
 the lines. In the edition ?Mb vxai?***!! is evidently an error; the

 MS. reads Mj ^as?JUJI adding J^?JI ^ The words ^A X;^
 do not exist in the MS. The passage from <-***>.> ^$ to <wi
 inclusive, forms a marginal addition iu the MS. To this last word

 is also added jdU^J while for aJUCJ^ &?\y3 ^i ^K?+II _jj as is
 found in the edition, the MS. reads ?jX?? s?\yh ^i *Xtu+!| ^j*

 The last word of this is important, as it shows that the person
 was only knocked down by the kick, and not killed, as the reading

 of the edition implies. The variations in the verses following are
 these. In the beginning of the fourth Bait, ^jA for ^rjb in the

 sixth ?M^jIjJI for O^Uxll in the seventh yj[i for ajL*. These
 verses are given by M. W?stcn?eld as consecutive, but in the MS.

 there is a break after the eighth Bait, with the words U;^ ?] ?' :
 in the same manner also after the twelfth. In the tenth is read

 ?Ayj CAj for ?Ayj Jl^ and L\j for g^. In the eleventh .^?j
 *iir j+W ^tcr tne wortl *^k is aIso ?dtled i? the IMS. xlAh

 The name of the person whose life occurs the next but one, Artulc
 bnu Aksak, is deserving of notice, because in the form iu which it now

 JO"

 stands after the last corrections CJ?S\ ^j l_i'J^\ it differs from
 both the editions. It is plain that the first word was originally
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 written tJ?j? asw. indeed it still stands in a cancelled passage im
 mediately following, and that the last word was ?_*a*T! At the

 end of the chapter is read b- 4q)\ ?\ij }&$ although it is plain that

 the word ^xj has been altered from ^kslj as also the word ?5uw*Tl

 from c^^rU The passage from U'ULo to 3L,U*jt iu the editions
 does not exist in the MS., while that from ^?vJUl to Sj 1<?
 has been substituted in the margin for the following, which has been

 cancelled by a line drawn through it with a pen : xa&j *i5Ll ?^?Lo*

 ^xa*j ?~^=M j.k*\ J.v?i?M. The passage from *jj^ ?1U^ to XjUjjI
 is not in the MS.

 The life of Abii AH Ismail Alkali JUUl J**?**! ?c ?A with all the
 additions and corrections which have been made to it corresponds
 exactly with the text in the edition of M. De Slane, p. 101). M.

 Wiistenfcld has fallen into error in the latter part of this chapter.
 The four last lines in his edition belong to the life of some other
 person. The marginal additions in this chapter have been made
 at three several times. The first from ??H c ^ to ?\)? yl+
 appear?, from the colour of the ink, to be of aii'early period. The

 next is the passage from ?ulxf J^j to ^o ?xXkuli? This addition
 was made at a late period. The reference in it to the life of Yitsuf

 bnullarun Alranmdi ? ^?LqAS ?j^y^ iji *-***">:? Provcs tnafc ifc
 must have been written at least fourteen years after this MS. was
 first transcribed, for that life was composed subsequently to the

 author's return to K?hirah. The passage \?Az ?$&\ -?Jij ?Xj\>
 iS'Xl+A ^?^j ...J A^*?\ *Crp ? nas l^t?cn added between the
 lines, from the colour of the ink probably very early: upon turning

 to the place referred to in the life of ?fjUJl iX^-l the sentence re

 lating to the same subject ?jJ'L, Aj l?>*>orjj *jy*?* *.k*> ?<->IjV
 ?X>4^ jb ^j which exists in M. De Slane's edition, but not in that
 of M. Wiistenfcld, is found in the margin written, as appears from
 the colour of the ink, at the same time. The last passage of the life

 id' Ismail Alkali, vr/..t fron? CkA^ to the end, was added evidently
 at the same time as the late correction above spoken of.
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 There is a great difference iu the life of Almalik Alafdhal
 Ayy?b bnu Shadhi, father of the Sultan Salah-uldm, ?.?WS *UU

 (jiyj jJt ?&A* ^UaJLJI dJI^ <S?lie (^jj <->yA as exhibited
 in the edition of M. W?stenfeld, fas. i. p. I 50, and that of M. De
 Slane, p. 124. In the latter, not only has this article been extended
 to about four times the space which it occupies in the former, but it
 has also undergone such a considerable change in its form, as to be
 in a manner completely remodelled : M. W?stenfeld, as has been
 observed above, has followed the authority of some MS. which must
 have been copied from the work before it had received the last cor
 rections of the author. In his preface to the seventh fasciculus, he
 remarks that'the third volume of Cod. D., which he observes " Ad
 rara Ibn Khallikani exemplaria pertinet," ends with the life of Yahya

 bnuKhalidbnuBarmak ?L~<^_j /^j.aJL^ ^jj c g*?.sx?
 wazir of Har?n Alrash?d, at which place the author was interrupted
 in his work by being called upon to quit K?hirah in the year 659
 to undertake the duties of Kadhi at Damascus. It was not until
 his return to K?hirah, ten years afterwards, that he was enabled to
 resume his task and complete the work. The life of Sal?h-uld?n
 Y?suf could not, therefore, have been written until this period.
 In the life of his father, Almalik Alafdhal Ayytib as exhibited in M.
 De Shine's edition, the author refers to that of the son in such terms
 as prove that it must have been written before that of the father
 assumed its present form. And therefore, that the latter could not
 have been modelled into the shape in which it now stands, until some
 time after the return of Ibn Khallik?n to K?hirah. Now this chapter,
 with the exception of one or two slight verbal differences, is precisely
 the same in the MS. as in the edition of M. De Slane. But as the
 alterations would have been too many to have been inserted in the
 margin, and the change in the form of the article would not have
 admitted of their insertion even had the marginal space been sullicient
 to contain them, the leaf on which was written this life and a part
 of the preceding one, has been removed, and four other leaves con
 taining this chapter as it now stands inserted. These are in the
 same hand-writing as the rest of the work, although it is evident
 that the hand was grown feebler through age. Fifteen years at
 least must have elapsed since the MS. was first written, and the
 author's age could not have been less than sixty-two: he was born
 on the eleventh of llabi, A.n. 60S*, and was deposed from the
 ollicc of K?dh? of Damascus on the twenty-third of Shaww?l, 669.

 The life of Ah?-mug?th Alhusain bnu Mans?r, cLvdLo yA
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 ifAuLo yj yA^Al originally ended with the words 5?<^*>wc Xv*?>
 as in De Shine's edition, not &**+?* asin that of M. W?stcnfeld,

 describing the manner in which the word L?>j ought to be pro
 nounced. From information obtained subsequently as the author
 himself informs us, he made considerable additions to this chapter.

 Xj??> ^j^l ^Jiy?A A*^ ^A ^?A\ ^jj ?IWt j^xc JU*U
 UibU a^fi ^kx?j S\a3? ?Ml l??| " Thus far I had said: but after I

 had finished this chapter, I found in a book entitled, ^ya) ^3 J^LiLll

 . tjJJI the work of the most learned Shaikh Im?m-ulharamain Abu
 Ima?li Abd-ulmalic, son of the Shaikh Abu Muhammad Aljuwaini

 of whom some accounts shall follow, if God wish, a section which

 ought to be mentioned in this place." These additions have been made
 subsequently to the time when the MS. was first written, and four
 new leaves of somewhat different texture have been inserted in the
 IMS. to contain them. The colour of the ink shows that they must
 have been made at a very early period, and their existence in the
 MS. transcribed from the work in its imperfect state before the
 author was appointed K?dhi of Damascus also confirms this. This
 life is followed immediately in the MS. by that of Ibn Sina, as in

 M. De Slane* s edition. In M. Wiistenfelds two other short chapters
 intervene.

 The life of the author's friend, Bah?-uld?n Zuhair r?&\ (.tj*>JI 1?j
 who died a. ii. (i5(i, or the year after this MS. was written, originally

 terminated with the words xS& ??Law *. The following passage
 by which the life has been completed as in the editions (De Slane,
 p. 276, and W?stcnfeld, fas. iii. 5.'J,) has been added afterwards
 in the margin:

 v.Vrs.1 ?*/.* (**AV:). ?^r! (^ ( t?^c U?4** y***"*5 2U.?bU?lj J.a?2?? aj

 ?.j Leu! ?j ftris (Vil AS*< Aav^c #..4?< i.t^.^' 4? iy?3 *jL#Xm#3 (,r*'M$m

 StJ?ls+W S>amJI ?^ 3??xj?I (?? xAj ?s^S -^j t^yxtH J-xS is*}-*

 i^v^Ij ?S)?kA\ Xil^KlU &->jp\ jQ^?? h^Aa *>*j 4XAII ?y* &**3

 J ?J?Uj ^ Xa.VjKJI l^V^ ^r <*?s *MI ???j ^xil?Jt A*$\ 'ixS ?y*
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 ?* tJ^vlbl Ul y JXm3 XW *^ U?^^W ?MUS &?c 55UU

 UjLj L^otf s^J *A* l^-^j. "Then there broke out in
 K?hirah and Misr a violent disorder from which scarcely one escaped.
 It began on Thursday the 24th of Shawvv?l, a.m. 65(j. Bah?
 uld?n was one who was seized with an attack of it. He survived
 some days, and then died a little before sunset, on Sunday the 4 th
 of Dim 'lkadah the same year, and was buried on the morrow,
 after midday prayers, in his tomb, in Alkar?fah Alsugra4 near the
 dome of the Imam Alsh?fii, to whom God be gracious, on the
 south side of it. I was not able to pray over him because I was
 myself suffering from the disease, hut when I recovered I went to
 his grave, invoked the divine mercy upon him, and read part of the
 Kur?n, on account of the friendship which existed between us."

 The passage in both the editions X^Kli *?>s?> O Ja** lz*JS?

 A*yXs2 ?>y+ ?Xxj sj? i Uk?JLc ?y*A\ *XaS ^ y& y ia "ot
 found in the MS. In both editions the word ?ULo between &^*
 and *Jl has been omitted j it seems however to he necessary for
 restricting the sense of the word A\ to that particular disease
 which, standing alone, may be applied generally to any attack. It
 is probable that this addition was made soon after the [event to
 which it relates occurred. And this probability is strengthened by
 the colour of the ink. A comparison with this may serve to ?x the
 date of many other of the additions.

 At the end of the life of Abu 'lfaraj Abd-ulrahman Ibn Aljauzi,

 ?fj^il (^jA t^yf-j^ ?*as 5rj?H y?\ as exhibited in the edition of
 W?stenfeld, fas. i v., p. 69, the author has added a short account of his

 son, Muhiy-uldin Abu Muhammad Y?suf, ?x^.^ y\ ^?dl ^x^
 cJim^j who was slain in the excursion of the Tatars at Bagdad in the
 month Muharram, a.h. 653, and also of his grandson, Shams-uldiu
 Abu Mudhaflir Y?suf Ibn Kizgali, who died on the twenty-first of Dim
 'lhijjah, a.h. 654. The former being just two years and about three

 months, and the latter only one year and ten months, before this

 4 A lic?ala h is a place near K?hirah to the south-cast, which has always been
 used as burial ground by the Mulioniiiiailaiis. It lies between the city and the hill

 Mukiitt.im: that part situate at the foot of the hill is called, JLua?l ?il Jut
 or the little Kar?fah. See a passage of Maluizi: quoted by De Sacv, Chrcst. Arab.
 vol. i., p. 23".
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 MS. was originally written. It is probable that the account of these
 events had not reached the author before the MS. was completed.
 This is accordingly found added subsequently in the margin, and
 from the colour of the ink appears to be a late addition. The passage
 has been omitted by M. De Slane.

 o J

 In the life of Abu 'lhasan AH Alhusri, ?f*Aail Ac ,. r?+?.\ yA
 the author having had occasion to speak of some verses composed

 by his friend Najm-uld?n Musa Alamr?wi, .^y* . .*j?>Jl f-^O

 isAy+x\\ has added at a later period in the margin the date of his
 birth, a.h. 591, as also that of his death, which happened as he
 was returning from Yaman at the end of the month Safar, a.h. 651,
 or not quite four years before this MS. was copied. It is probable
 that the author had not received intelligence of the death of
 Alamr?wi at the time the life of Alhusri was written. (De Slane,
 p. 475. W?stctifeld, fas. vi., p. 42.)

 At the end of the short notice which has been given of the poet

 Abu 'lhasan Ali Ihn N?bakht,^L?l ?^=s?^j ^yj\ ?c ^j^oit yA
 some account is added of Abu Muhammad Ahmad bnu Ali, known

 by the name of Ibn Khair?n? wjLj <i*jx*ll ?c ^j ?X^l <X*2? yA
 L/o^ who buried him. This account originally ended with the

 words, ^yxA *.*3J L^io^j. There has been written afterwards o ^

 in the margin: ^j! *iy X^pJl k<x? ^3 ?l^i. qj-j' Ctjf? l#JI y

 c-jIa?I I?Xio ?J ?l**oyj?\ ?^y ?ZiSy s^iIj <?? i~*s\ *A jy ***?jii

 CA*}A\ vWj' J^^' "The reason why I have mentioned Ibn
 Khairiin in this chapter, and have not assigned to him a separate
 chapter, is, because I could not find the date of his death, while it
 has been my object in this book to mention only such persons as
 the date of their deaths could be ascertained." Still later than this

 has been added: yi\yA ejyij Ux^Jl t^ULjJa i-Axf .J ?>?>-y ?}t (?

 '?Sy?S\ tX^*? ?-JLW p^jJt iSXS: .J ^jMtt?] ( . y j i\*:3? ?NaXam <?S

 >^1 ^Aaill \?S& ^Ac ^ySy ?J6y SjL? ?1^} (jj?*^ iS&SsA
 p\z] ?OJt ^ S^li?lj XjUami y t^txt-Jy (j^?- X?aw. "Then I
 discovered in the book of the classes of Poets, by the Wazir
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 Abd Said Muhammad bnu 'lhusain Ihn Abd-ulrah?in, suriiaiued
 Am?d-uldaulah, a chapter relating to Wali-uldauhdt lim Khair?n
 above mentioned. He also speaks of one of his poems, and says
 that he was a young man of beautiful countenance. His death is
 said to have taken place in the month Ramadhun, A.n. 431. I hap
 pened to meet with this section, about the year 675, in K?hirah."

 This additional account has been inserted by M. Wiistenfeld, in
 his edition, fas. v., p. 170, for which he must have followed the autho
 rity of some other MS. than that above alluded to, as having been
 copied from one which had been transcribed, before the author had
 revised and completed his work. In a MS. in the British Museum,
 the only one which I have been able to refer to, and which coincides
 in almost all respects with the readings adopted from the MS. above
 spoken of, these subsequent additions do not exist. The author left
 K?hirah a second time for Damascus, A.n. 676.

 It would not be an uninteresting task, to follow through at much
 greater length, the various additions and emendations which are
 found in the margin of this volume, and to trace from one to another,
 the time, manner, and circumstances, under which they were seve
 rally made. But enough has been said to give a general idea of
 their nature, and to answer the purpose for which they have been
 chiefly cited, that of proving and establishing the authenticity of
 this MS. To sum up then in brief, the arguments that this volume is
 the original draught of the author, and in his own handwriting, they
 are principally these : that the appearance of the MS., had there been
 no date, would lead us undoubtedly to assign it to the age at which
 the author lived?that it bears a date in the same hand as the rest

 of the work, and that this declares it to have been written in the very
 place, and at the very time, in and at which we know from other
 sources that the author did write this book?that it has not the ap
 pearance of having been written by a professed transcriber?that it
 certainly was in the possession of the person who wrote it, for
 upwards of twenty years?that during the space of this time he con
 tinued to add, change, and correct?that the cause of the various
 readings, and the differences of the length of the chapters in other
 MSS. can be accounted for, from the additions and emendations in
 this?that events spoken of in them as occurring subsequently to the
 date of this MS., or of which information could only be obtained
 subsequently, are in this volume always written in the margin, and
 not in the body of the work, except in one or two instances, and in
 these new leaves have been inserted for the purpose?that it is
 evident that these additions and corrections have been made at many
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 several times, so that the writer of the volume must, at least, have
 had constant access to the papers of the author, during the long
 period above-mentioned?that he declares himself to be the author,
 and that all this is confirmed by the tradition of several persons?
 who, at various times, have been possessors of the book, as well as
 by the circumstance of its having been a bequest to a mosque, of
 which the simple condition of the MS., and the unadorned style of
 the writing, could hardly have rendered it worthy, unless there had
 been some other cause for assigning a peculiar value to it.

 The evidence, then, for its authenticity seems to be complete, and
 this volume may therefore be considered as one of the most remark
 able curiosities of literature extant. I am not aware of the existence

 of the autograph copy of any historical work of importance of so
 early a date?certainly there is none in Europe?of which the proofs
 of its genuineness arc so clear, or which affords so complete an insight
 into the method of the author, and the circumstances under which,

 through so long a series of years, he gradually laboured to improve
 his work and bring it to perfection.
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